A Study of Knowledge, Attitude and Practice of Generic Drugs among General population of Pune Region
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Abstract

Objective: Increasing expenses of health care burden, as regards to drugs especially is a growing concern. The stark variations in the prices of same medicines of different companies, is attributed the brand price quoted by the company. Medical council of India has made it mandatory that; drugs should be prescribed by their generic names only. However, perceptions of general populations about generic medications governs the use of generic medicines. This study provides an insight to the knowledge, attitude and practice of generic medicines use among the general population of Pune region.

Methods: This cross-sectional, questionnaire-based study was conducted in general population (n = 170) in Pune region. The sample was heterogenous as regards to educational and working status. They were interviewed using validated, structured questionnaire of 20 multiple choice questions, in two vernacular languages, to obtain information about knowledge, attitude and practice of generic drugs.

Results: Correct meaning of generic medicine was known by only25% of the participants yet a large proportion of them (87%) were aware of its low cost. 65% of the participants opined that improvement in quality control methods may boost the use of these drugs. Newspaper (58%) and internet (43%) were the most common source of information about generic drugs.

Conclusion: Participants had an idea but lacked detailed knowledge of generics which hindered the use of these drugs as against branded ones. Adequate and appropriate of information about these drugs provided by health care professionals may benefit the society at large.
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Introduction

Generic medicines provide cost-effective alternatives to branded medicines, resulting in considerable savings to healthcare budgets. A generic drug is identical, or bioequivalent, to a brand name drug as regards to dosage form, safety, strength, route of administration, quality, performance characteristics, and intended use. They are identical or within an acceptable bioequivalent range to the brand-name counterpart with respect to pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamics properties. The journey of a generic drug begins where the patent on innovator drugs expires i.e one xpiration of the originator.
product’s patent term protection, other manufacturing companies may file submissions to regulatory authorities for approval to market generic versions of the originator medicine. Generic drugs may be marketed either under the non-proprietary name or as a branded generic. Branded generic drugs have names derived from a combination of the manufacturer’s name and the non-proprietary name. This enables the manufacturer to market the product in a way similar to the proprietary product. The optimistic side of generic drugs is that the drugs are cost-effective as compared to branded ones. The control on costs is a result of marginal requirement to invest in research and development unlike that of innovative molecules. The predominant vicious competition also constrains the manufacturers to offer drugs at low prices. The “Generic Drug” undertaking is gaining ground and is one of the methods to minimize pressure on drug budgets, and they are now building up an increasing percentage of dispensed drugs, as generic formulations provide similar therapeutic effect as branded medicines at a much more economical price. The end user acceptance of any product governs its market importance hence the acceptability of generic medicines by patients is a crucial factor in implementing generic drug movement.

The down-side of the generic medicine implementation is that numerous doctors and pharmacists hold negative views about generics. As a matter of fact many doctors resist brand substitution with the fear that generic medicines may be inferior to their branded counterparts. A glimpse at the global scenario highlights that, there was strong opposition in a developed country like UK, when plans were proposed to introduce generic substitution into UK primary care. Also there was controversy about substitution of branded by generic for indications like epilepsy drugs and for pain control (especially generic pregabalin). This negative opinion is not only restricted to prescribers but is also noticed in patients too. A number of surveys have also shown sizeable proportions of patients have expressed negative views about generics. They believe them to be less effective, of inferior quality and unsuitable for treatment of major illnesses, as compared to their branded equivalents. Consideration of such negative views of generic medicines is important as they are likely to be associated with lower adherence, increased rate of adverse effect reporting and poorer health outcomes.

The advancement of internet technology has opened up the world of pharmaceutical information to patients worldwide. This has resulted in a patient pool that insists for branded drugs which are widely publicized on media. Therefore, there is a dire need of a study that will assess the understanding about generic drugs. Such a study may help to identify potential barriers which prevent the greater generic medication use.

**Materials & Methods**
The study was conducted in Pune region with prior approval from institutional ethics committee. This was a descriptive cross-sectional questionnaire-based study (survey) that was carried out in general populations. The study group holding different levels of socioeconomic level (from working/nonworking, educated/non educated, science-background or nonscience background). Around 170 participants were enrolled by purposive sampling method. After explaining about the nature and purpose of the study, a written informed consent was taken from the participants and a validated questionnaire (containing 20 questions) was answered by them. Questionnaire was provided either in English or the vernacular language of the state i.e Marathi as per the participants’ requirement. For participants who were willing to answer the questionnaire but were unable to read; the investigators verbalized questions to take responses from them. Thus data for knowledge attitude and practice of generic drugs was collected from these participants.
The study questionnaire consisted of varied pattern of questions- mix of structured and closed ended Yes/No type of questions. Some multiple response type questions to be answered as either Yes, No, or don’t know, some question was a direct response question. Thus the questionnaire was designed to assess attitudes toward cost, quality, effectiveness; personal and family use.

**Inclusion Criteria**
1) General populations visiting OPD either patients or relatives with them 
2) Participants who was willing to participate study or answer the questionnaire 
3) General populations (households) in Pune region.

**Exclusion Criteria**
All participants, not willing to consent, or answer the questionnaire.

**Statistical Analysis**
The data in study was recorded and analyzed using Microsoft Excel 2013® and results expressed as percentages of whole. Some answers (for example, strongly agree and agree, strongly disagree and disagree) was combined for ease of analysis

**Results**
The standard validated questionnaire was answered by 170 general population, amongst which 65 were females (38%) and 105 were male participants (62%) (Figure-1)
A major chunk of the participant pool (78%) belonged to working group (which included farmers-2% and businessmen-76%), whereas the non-working group i.e housewives and students comprised up to 7% and 15 % respectively of the study population. (Figure-2) Majority of participants (79%) were educated upto a minimum graduation level and only 1% people were non educated and couldn’t answer questionnaire themselves they were just interviewed and answer from them were noted down (Figure-3). On further analysis about their education level most of population (83%) were having education from Non science background (Figure-4)
Responses to assess to knowledge

Only a small proportion i.e. 25 % of the participants had the knowledge that generics of a certain medicine could be prepared by other pharmaceutical companies, strictly after the expiry of the patent of that drug. A majority of participants (87%) were aware about low cost of generic medicines but only 42 % of the participants had the knowledge of the real reasons for the branded drugs to be expensive. Similarly 49% of the study population was not aware that there exists a difference in prices of branded generics too (Figure-5-Q.no 18). Around 55% of the participants opined that generic drugs were not as efficacious their branded counterparts or atleast they could not say so. A still few number of participants (25%) believed that the generic drugs were as safe as branded ones. (Figure-5)

Interesting observation was that 79 % participants belonged to post-graduation level (Figure-3) and influence of brand names and also were exposed to internets and advertisements frequently.

A good proportion of participants i.e 62% were quite aware about the “Jan AushadhiYojana”. Around 52% had the knowledge about locations of generic store in their neighbourhood or town. (Figure-5-Q.no 15).

Figure No.-5 Response to knowledge type of questions
Responses to Assesses Attitude

Figure No.-6 Attitude of general population towards generic drugs

A majority proportion of the participants’ i.e 67% were keen to know if there is any cheaper alternative to drug they were using and similarly 85% of the population was keen to know about generic drug stores in town. Despite of these facts, it was astonishing to note that majority of the participants (65%) never demanded for generic formulation/alternatives, for any of prescribed medicines in the pharmacy and also 87% of the participants never proposed their physician to prescribe generic drugs.

The attitude of the participants was also tested with specific examples like that of paracetamol and its branded congener. About 51% were agreed that branded formulation of paracetamol is more effective than its generic counterpart and 64% were preferred branded formulation of paracetamol over the generic one.

Responses to Assesses Practice

About only 25% of the participants were definitely using generic drugs but the rest 75% were using branded medicines or were not aware of whether their drug was generic or branded (Figure No.-7).

Figure No.- 7 Percentage of participants using generic drug for themselves
As per one of the closed ended question, options were given for methods to increase the use of generic drugs amongst general population. According to this assessment, 65% of the participants opined that improving the quality of generic drugs by strict government regulations may assure to increase the use of generic formulations. (Figure No.-8)

**Figure No.- 8** Options for methods to increase the use of generic drugs amongst general population

![Circle diagram showing 65% for strict government regulation, 35% for other measures needed](image)

News Paper (44%) and internet (32%) were the two most common source of information accessed by general population as regards to generic formulations. (Figure 9)

**Figure No.- 9** Sources of information about generics for the general population

![Pie chart showing 44% for news paper, 32% for internet, 13% for doctors, 11% for friend group](image)

**Discussion**

This study was conducted in the view to find analyze the different factors that could influence the generic medicines consumption and especially the attitude of the general population including patients visiting OPD.

The study was carried out among 170 participants that belonged to a mixed population representing varied classes- students, working / non-working and mixed education levels. It also included patients visiting the government hospitals as they belong to a bigger pool that covers urban, semi-urban and sometimes rural areas too.

The average age of participants was in the range of 31 and 50 years old. Almost 62% of the participants were males but this finding was in contrast to study done by Gimeno Mar et al(16) which reported that females respondents were a
majority. The difference may be attributed to the fact that the latter study was done exclusively on patients visiting hospital. More than 75% in the current study; had an education level of graduation and on further analysis, most participants were educated in non-science background. A study done by Ahire K et al\(^{(17)}\) included participants only from science background. Despite of the difference in participants' education background in the two studies; it was interesting to note that in both the sets majority of the participants (87%) had the knowledge that cost of generic medicines was lower than their branded counterparts. Despite of knowing this fact almost half of the participants (49%) did not know the price difference between different brands available in the market for the same drug. As regards to the attitude about efficacy of generic drugs - 55% of the participants were skeptical that they are not equally efficacious and 75% believed that they are not as safe as their branded counterparts. The magnitude of negative perception about generics was in accordance with that reported by Nardi et al\(^{(18)}\). This negative perception maybe an outcome of lack of knowledge on generics especially, as regards to standards of manufacturing practices or information about bioequivalence. As it has been suggested that negative perception about generic medicine are major barrier to acceptance and widespread usage as like in Atrasheedy A et al\(^{(19)}\). Interestingly majority of the participants relied on news paper (44%) & internet (32%) as source of information ,whereas a meager 13 % of them received information from doctors. This emphasizes the fact that there is a need to provide reliable source of information about bioequivalence and manufacturing procedures to lay people in order to encourage promotion of generic drug use. Majority of the participants were quite aware about various government policies like “Jan Aushadhi Yojana” & Generic Drug stores which highlights the fact that people from all walks of life are eager to find affordable healthcare options.

In order to assess the attitude of the participants - they were presented with an example about their preference to use paracetamol over its branded counterpart. Astonishingly despite of their positive attitude and keenness for cheaper alternative; most of the participants opted for the branded drug. This unravels the fact that manufacturers’ marketing campaigns makes an conscious/ unconscious impact of the brand name and leads people to believe that more costly drug products are better. Waber R et al\(^{(20)}\), MedGuide India,2013\(^{(21)}\)

As regards practices about generics - majority of participants (75%) were unaware whether they were using generic or branded medicines and his was in accordance with study by Mehul Y et al\(^{(22)}\). It was observed that patients communication with physicians has a strategic role to promote the use of generic medicines, as their preferences are a powerful cheerleader to the physicians’ prescribing & counselling behavior \(^{(4)}\). However, patients barely ever communicate with their physicians about medication choices and out-of-pocket costs of medications\(^{(7)}\) analogous were noted in the present study that most of the participants never asked their doctor (65%) to prescribe or pharmacist (85%) to distribute generic medicines. Correspondence study Tripathi S et al\(^{(23)}\)

Creating public awareness regarding quality control of generic medicines by regulatory authorities, safety /efficacy data and right of patient to opt for generics (when available) is current need of the hour. However, the consequences are not encouraging regarding the future of generic prescribing policy in the nation and directing towards challenging to pursue its full implementation.

**Conclusion**
The study highlights the fact that despite of variations in the educational status or background most people have an idea about generic drugs; especially related to the cost. So also many were keen on using generic medicines but the major
The hurdle is the in confidence of the users about its efficacy, The other factor contributing to this effect is the limited knowledge amongst lay person as regards the quality control regulations of these drugs. The major source of this meager information is from newspapers and internet. Therefore creating public awareness regarding quality control of generic medicines by regulatory authorities regarding safety /efficacy data using series of write-ups in news papers and internet interface is currently need of the hour. This may also create awareness about the right of patient to opt for generics (when available) and gain momentum for affordable health care.
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